
Sunlink Energy Limited

SL-cable entry double hole

Sunlink Energy Cable Entryis water proof housing for fixing to the roof where you

want the solar panel cables to enter,use where a waterproof seal is required around

the cable entry hole

Product: Solar Cable Entry Double Hole/Solar Mounting Cable Feed/Solar Cable

Feed Gland. Holds 6-12mm cable.

Use unversal to bond to a clean surface (sold seperatley)

For caravan, motorhome, RV solar roof.

Two fully waterproof, IP65-rated cable glands mounted in a plastic box ideal for

passing cables through vehicle, shed and caravan roofs neatly and securely. The

body of the unit should be secured to the surface using a suitable sealant and can be

screwed down for extra security. Once dry, the cables are passed through the glands

and the lockrings tightened to form a waterproof seal.

SL-single hole cable entry

Hold 6-12mm cable.

Use unversal to bond to a clean surface (sold seperatley)

High quality water-proof cable entry gland that can be sealed to the roof or deck of

your boat, yacht or caravan vehicle, allowing cables holes to drilled and sealed

without risk of leaking. Made from thick UV resistant plastic with a large sealing area.

For use wherever a waterproof seal is required around the cable entry hole. Provides

a water tight seal to protect any electrical connection.

* ABS plastic in white

* 100% recyclable

* UV resistant

* 50% weight reduction



Sunlink Energy Limited

SL-corner brackets

This set of four universal solar panel corner mounts can be used with any aluminium

framed solar panel that has a lateral length of 150mm.

Product: Solar Panel corner mount 15CM

Packing: 4pcs per set,10set in out carton

Used for: caravan bracket /caravan mount /motorhome bracket /RV mount / RV parts

/Outdoor accessory /solar accessory.Compatible with 10W, 18W, 28W, 43W, 60W,

120W, 150W panels

Eckspoilerset (4 pcs.) ABS plastic

4 Eckspoiler for solar modules

Sunlink Energy’s ABS solar brackets are an ideal way to fix solar panels on the roof

or deck of motor homes and boats. The mounts can be safely bonded to the surface

removing the need to drill holes. The mounts also act as a wind deflector and

maintain the correct air gap between the solar panel and the roof top / deck.

Proven quality from the vehicle. Four Eckspoiler for adhesive mounting. The plastic

profiles provide a high quality mounting solution. Use to create the ideal combination

of functionality and appearance. The ABS plastic is UV resistant.

Note: you also need special glue Adhesive ABS.

Technical details:

* ABS plastic in white

* 100% recyclable

* UV resistant

* 50% weight reduction



Sunlink Energy Limited

SL-short side brackets

This set of two universal solar panel side spoiler mounts can be used with any

aluminium framed solar panel that has a lateral length of 180mm.

Used for: caravan bracket /caravan mount /motorhome bracket /RV mount / RV parts

/Outdoor accessory /solar accessory

Products Detail:

ABS plastic,UV resistant

mounting all framed solar panels

for mounting on the roof, boat, yacht, caravan, caravans

Sunlink Energy’s ABS brackets are an ideal way to fix solar panels on the roof or deck

of motor homes and boats. The mounts can be safely bonded to the surface removing

the need to drill holes. The mounts also act as a wind deflector and maintain the

correct air gap between the solar panel and the roof top / deck.

The spoiler mounts are ready to fix to solar panel and surface. If drilling, all fixing

positions are marked on the brackets. The brackets are finished in white/ black., but

are suitable for painting any other colour to match the mounting surface.

Use in conjunction with Corner Moulds and 53cm Panel Mount with 80W, 120W &

150W panels

Technical details:

* ABS plastic in white

* 100% recyclable

* UV resistant

* 50% weight reduction



Sunlink Energy Limited

SL-long side brackets

This set of two universal solar panel spoiler mounts can be used with any aluminium

framed solar panel that has a lateral length of 530mm. Can also made as

510/550/600/640/680mm

· An ideal way to fix solar panels on the roof or deck of motor homes,

caravans and boats.

· The mounts can be safely bonded to the surface removing the need to drill

holes

· Mounts also act as a wind deflector and maintain the correct air gap

between the solar panel and the roof top / deck

· The panel corner moulds protect the corners of the solar panels from

damage

ABS plastic made, Environment Friendly and UV Resistance

Just 2.1KG (4.62lb) Per SET, much lighter than metal mount.

Sunlink Energy’s brackets are an ideal way to fix solar panels on the roof or deck of

motor homes and boats. The mounts can be safely bonded to the surface removing

the need to drill holes. The mounts also act as a wind deflector and maintain the

correct air gap between the solar panel and the roof top / deck.

Used with the corner mount sets these spoiler mounts will provide the additional

support required for the long sides of larger solar panels.



Sunlink Energy Limited

SL-Bracket kit 1

Item include:

1 set of 4 white corner brackets

1 set of 530mm long white side brackets.

Sunlink Energy ABS bracket kit 1 is perfect for all kinds of RV,Motor home,Caravan

solar kits. it is an ideal way to fix solar panels on the roof or deck of motor homes and

boats. The mounts can be safely bonded to the surface removing the need to drill

holes. The mounts also act as a wind deflector and maintain the correct air gap

between the solar panel and the roof top / deck.

SL-bracket kit 2

Item include:

1 set of 4 white corner brackets

1 set of short white side brackets.

Sunlink Energy ABS solar bracket kit 2 is perfect for all kinds of RV,Motor

home,Caravan solar kits. it is an ideal way to fix solar panels on the roof or deck of

motor homes and boats. The mounts can be safely bonded to the surface removing

the need to drill holes. The mounts also act as a wind deflector and maintain the

correct air gap between the solar panel and the roof top / deck.


